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Abstract  
Regional functions of sheet and gully erosion are presented. In 
the Asian a part of Russia scales of soil degradation diploma 
are decided on the premise of generalization of soil and gully 
erosion lengthy-time period studies. Soil degradation takes 
place withinside the southern semi-arid and semi-humid areas, 
wherein agricultural arable lands are located. They (lands) 
occupy 24 million ha. Among them nine million ha uncovered 
of soil and gully erosion in various degrees. We decide 
distinction degradation procedures mechanisms from west to 
east. In the Western Siberia dominate meltwater erosion. In 
the Middle Siberia soil erosion is because of meltwater and 
rainstorm runoff, withinside the Eastern Siberia ??? Rainstorm 
discharge is observed. Agricultural lands in mountain discover 
in inter-mountain basins; notes concentric zoning of 
adjustments in mechanisms and charge of land degradation. 
In the imperative a part of basin dominate aeolian procedures, 
on piedmont plains - sheet and gully erosion. At modern on 
15 million ha may be erosion. Were analyzed lengthy-time 
period dynamics of abrasion procedures primarily based totally 
on water discharge and sediment load statistics for 18 drainage 
basins. The sharp discount of soil erosion changed into 
decided withinside the Baikal Lake drainage basin, related to 
monetary interest conservation because 1990. Predictive 
estimation of soil loss, the usage of quantitative empirical 
fashions of the erosional procedures changed into made. We 
composed maps of abrasion-risky for agricultural lands. 
Erosion threat of lands zoning of the South of Siberia changed 
into performed. Six classes of desertification possibility in 
semiarid areas of Siberia, because of soil erosion, changed into 
decided. Altaian version of soil safety from snowmelt sheet 
erosion, Khakassian version of soil safety from deflation and 
the Baikal fashions of soil safety from erosion and deflation 
had been presented. They advise maximum rational local top-
rated situations for agricultural land cultivation, offer 
sustainable green agriculture and soil conservation. Recent 
Publications 1. Bazhenova O and Tyumentseva E (2015) 
Contemporary aeolian morphogenesis in semiarid landscapes 
of the intermountain depressions of southern Siberia. Catena. 
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The first step to beginning up Siberia for Russian agreement 
and colonization got here as early as 1558, while the rich 
landowner Grigory Dmitriyevich Stroganov obtained a 
constitution from tsar Ivan the Terrible that gave him the 
proper to colonize the "empty lands" past the Urals (that had 
been already inhabited through the local tribes of Siberia). He 
changed into given the proper to herald settlers to those 
regions and plough their lands. This colonization thru land 
expropriation occurred in large part in slow west-to-east steps, 
aided through the numerous rivers and river valleys that glide 
thru Siberia. Russian settlers commenced withinside the 
westernmost valleys of the Tura River, Tobol River, Irtysh 
River, and Ob River, and marched onwards to the Ket River, 
Yenisei River, Angara River, Ilim River, Lena River, Shilka 
River, Argun River, and Amur River.[10] Beginning withinside 
the 1620s, the location round Yeniseysk in Central Siberia 
changed into brought to cultivation, as had been the lands 
adjoining to Krasnoyarsk withinside the 1630s. The soil of the 
latter location changed into extra appealing to settlers due to it 
changed into product of rich, black-earth (chernozem), an 
awful lot extra conducive to farming than the opposite 
negative Siberian soil types. A few a long time later, the Upper 
Lena and Upper Angara River Basins have become the 
webweb page for agriculture, specifically Rye, Oats, and barley. 
These regions had been extra far off and did now no longer 
have the fertile earth that Krasnoyarsk laid declare to, however 
meals manufacturing changed into crucially wanted as 
increasingly settlers commenced to circulate Siberia.  
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By the overdue 1600s, Russian settlers commenced making the 
lengthy trek to Siberia in extra numbers so that you can 
discover new possibilities and lands to declare, farfar from the 
densely populated tracts of European Russia. In reality, a few 
peasants selected to transport farfar from their western houses 
due to negative soil situations of their local areas, hoping to 
relax on a number of the chernozem soil that Siberia needed 
to offer. Families additionally had the risk to enhance their 
status in society and get away poverty through taking benefit of 
the extra lenient taxing device the Tsar presented in Siberia; 
for every acre of land that a own circle of relatives tilled for the 
tsar, they had been given permission to plough 5 acres of 
presidency land for his or her personal benefit. In addition to 
this, early settlers loved a 10-12 months tax exemption, an 
incentive for households emigrate eastward. 
 These settlers added lots of their conventional Russian 
vegetation with them. The maximum crucial of those 
vegetation changed into rye, however in addition they added 
different grains which includes barley, wheat, Buckwheat, and 
millet at the side of greens like Peas, Cabbage, Turnips, 
Carrots, Onions, and Garlic. Like the natives of the Kirghiz 
Khanate earlier than them, all this Russian crop cultivation 
changed into completed through plough.  
The weather of Siberia isn't conducive for agriculture, however 
Siberia in the course of this time changed into in reality slowly 
turning into self-reliant. The Siberian Office changed into 
consequently progressively capable of lessen the quantity of 
meals imported to Siberia from European Russia. This 
changed into superb information for the Russian Imperial 
government, seeing because the fee of transport such staples as 
grain the ones huge distances changed into each exorbitantly 
costly and slow. 
 As the wave of Russian agreement crept ever eastward, 
agricultural achievement have become much less and much 
less guaranteed. By the 1730s, this east-west adventure had 
eventually reached the Kamchatka Peninsula. The goal 
changed into to pursue agriculture simply as preceding settlers 
had completed withinside the west, however the weather of 
this peninsula is extraordinarily inhospitable and those 
interests had been unsuccessful. However, there had been 
scattered wallet that may produce grain withinside the jap 
areas of Siberia, like Irkutsk, which becamecome one of the 
maximum influential towns east of the Urals. In assessment 
with different east Siberian towns, Irkutsk citizens in no way 
skilled durations of starvation and did now no longer should 
depend upon shipments of grain from the west to survive. 
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